
 
 

Welcome to Criterion Audio Review 

Last week we were asked by a customer to set up a really good system for them. It needn’t be super 

expensive, they said, but it had to deliver the goods from both streamed digital and vinyl analogue 

sources. Unusually, there was no set starting point (for instance, having to match to existing products, or 

meet a certain price point, so it gave free reign to our creativity).  

We discussed musical taste and room dimensions with the customer, and after a bit of head scratching, 

thinking about the strengths and weaknesses of individual items, we came up with this system, which 

we thought should match nicely, but such things are never absolutely predictable. After all, the world of 

hi fi is paved with well-intentioned mismatches! 

For the vinyl front-end we plumped for a Linn LP12, custom built by our vinyl wizard Bill, who fitted a 

Majk power supply, Kore sub-chassis, Trampolin base, Linn Akito arm and Adikt cartridge. It’s a 

combination which has consistently punched above its weight since we have been using it. The Adikt is a 

moving magnet, and more expensive than most of its type, but in practice it out performs many a low-

priced moving coil. To boost and correct its output to amplifier line level, we went for the Graham Slee 

Reflex M phono stage with the upgrade PSU1 power supply, which has also proved itself many times by 

delivering great sound without breaking the bank.  

The LP12 combo and Graham Slee phono stage provided a welcome taste of the LP12’s typically rich, 

well timed bass and general listenability. The Akito arm and Adikt cartridge tracked the grooves 

securely, without any sense of stress, strain or distortion, presenting a warm, wide, deep sound and 

digging deep into the music. The LP12 in its latest form has tightened and cleaned up what could 

sometimes be the rather over warm bass of classic LP12s, replacing it with a much firmer and more 

accurate presentation. It’s a bit like Porsche continually refining and improving the 911’s well-proven 

formula for years.  

This combination may not be the ideal choice for those looking for a facsimile of the sounds available 

from modern digital sources, but for me it wins hands down for sheer musically believable results. It is 

not over fussy with non-perfect records, playing them with a joie de vivre which touches the heart -- not 

something one can easily analyse!  

For digital sources, we chose the Naim ND5XS streamer – not exactly inexpensive, but it has proven 

itself by delivering great sounds with data streamed from our servers via the wired network. A mixture 

of familiar CD-derived and higher resolution files on the server were presented with great detail and 

analysis, while avoiding ‘digital’ hardness in the way that CD players often find difficult. 

The amplifier was not such an obvious choice. We could have gone for a more expensive pre power 

combination, but we plumped for the Naim Supernait 2. This latest incarnation of Naim’s top integrated 

amplifier surprised in many ways, notably its warmth, bass power, timing and generally engaging 

presentation. It has managed to avoid the analytical treble which, at least to my ears, has limited the 

system flexibility of Naim’s otherwise excellent earlier amplifiers. The Supernait 2 successfully treads the 

delicate path between sharp musical analysis and ease of listening. While it is transparent and detailed, 

it keeps the top end agreeable, without veering into edgy territory.  



 
 

 

We picked the ATC SCM40 loudspeakers for their great bass timing, truthful midrange presentation and 

revealing but clean, articulate treble. We thought they might be ideal to convey the power, detail and 

timing of the Naim Supernait 2. Also, the neutrality and clarity of the mid-range dome and tweeter could 

be ideal to transfer the Naim’s legendary detail into the room without taking it over the top. Design-wise 

they are mid-sized floorstanders available in black oak and cherry veneer. The boxes are elegantly 

rounded for both acoustic performance and visual appearance—perhaps not the prettiest loudspeakers, 

but engineered to the highest standards, and the drive units are renowned.  

The specification is not impressive at face value: sensitivity is low-ish, at 85dB and bass is not super deep 

(quoted as being 6dB down at 58Hz) but no one should ever choose loudspeakers from specifications! 

The single long-throw woofer operates into a sealed box. While not maintaining high output as deeply as 

a ported speaker of the size, the lows roll off at a slower rate, with better time and phase performance. 

In our listening room, the bass goes down really deeply and solidly, seemingly out-performing many 

ported speakers having more impressive low-end specifications.  

All hooked up 

Once we had the system hooked up using Chord Chorus interconnects between the phono preamp and 

the Supernait 2, and Chord Epic Reference speaker cable, we were rewarded with all we had hoped for. 

The overall balance was pleasantly neutral, unforced, and imbued with a true sense of rhythm and 

presence, without emphasis to any one area.  

For instance, via the Naim ND5XS server, James Taylor’s vocals during ‘Line em up’ (about US president 

Nixon) from his Hourglass album were uncommonly natural, while bass guitar was tuneful, deep and 

solid. 

Playing ‘Planet of Visions’ from Kraftwerk’s Minimum-Maximum conveyed its mesmerizing drum and 

synth rhythms with no bass waffle, just power and precision. Swapping styles, the brilliantly arranged ‘It 

Happened in Monterey’ from Frank Sinatra’s 1956 LP Songs for Swinging Lovers (CD rip), swung 

beautifully and Franks’ voice seemed as fresh as when it was recorded.  

Vinyl via the LP12 also shone. Surface noise was audible, but certainly not emphasised or obtrusive. 

Playing tracks from Stevie Wonder’s double album Songs in the Key of Life gave surprising results 

considering the disc’s age. ‘Sir Duke’ on this double LP set is a joyous tribute to jazz greats, including 

Duke Ellington (you can feel it all over, you can feel it all over) and on the LP12 it was so delightfully 

funky and rhythmic one could not help rock to the beat. 

Finally, Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours is a finely recorded album. The LP12 played it really well, from the 

firm, powerful bass lines in ‘Second Hand News’ and ‘Dreams’ to Stevie and Christine’s delightful vocals 

on ‘Dreams’, ‘Second Hand News’ and ‘Songbird’. Instruments throughout were clearly separated, for 

instance, the floating guitars in ‘Dreaming’ and ethereal piano sound on ‘Songbird’. 

 



 
 

Conclusion 

All round this proved to be a well matched and highly enjoyable system using either source, and strong 

vindication of our original decisions. We made worthwhile sonic gains by adding a Naim Hi-Cap power 

supply to the Supernait2. This improved the mid/treble area, bringing smoother integration and clarity, 

with better instrumental separation and warmer tonal balance for both streamed and LP replay.  

The basic system was so good that it might seem churlish to suggest upgrades, but this simple and 

relatively inexpensive option could of course be made some time later and is not essential to enjoy the 

sound of this system.  From our experience, the first step would be to add the Hi-Cap PSU to the 

Supernait, however, for larger rooms where better performance at higher volumes is beneficial, adding 

a NAP250 and bi-amping the SCM 40s would be the way to go.  

 

 

System as reviewed 27th May 2015 

 

Turntable Linn LP12, Majik PSU, Kore, Trampolin, Akito, Adikt   £5,180.00 

Phono Preamp Graham Slee Reflex M (inc PSU1)   £695.00 

Streamer Naim ND5XS      £2,145.00 

Amplifier Naim Supernait 2 integrated    £2,965.00 

Loudspeakers ATC SCM 40       £3,275.00 

Cables  Chord Chorus 1m RCA interconnects   £310.00 

  Chord Epic Reference 3m pair    £900.00 

 

Recommended upgrades 

 

Upgrade 1  Naim HiCap Power Supply for Supernait   £1,300.00 

Upgrade 2 Naim NAP250 power amplifier (additional cabling required) £3,395.00 

   


